Beckett's dominant interest in visuality in his late plays is well documented by now. So is his knowledge about some representatives of Gestalt psychology. This article concentrates on Beckett's relationship to both the visual arts and psychology and takes as examples stories from More Pricks Than Kicks and the later plays, in particular Catastrophe.
Beckett's relationship to the fine arts and his deep interest in contemporary avant-garde painting and sculpture are manifested in his art criticism, notably "Three Dialogues" (with Georges Duthuit) and "Les Peintres de L'empechement" (Beckett 1983) and by his friendship with artists like Jack B. Yeats, the brothers Van Velde (Bram and Geer) and Alberto Giacometti. His taste in painting was avant-garde as Vivian Mercier remarks:
In painting [ ... ] his taste was at first for traditional if not conventional work but moved fairly quickly in the direction of the contemporary and the avant-garde; in music his taste seems to have remained essentially traditional. (Mercier 1977, 113) Mercier gives an at first sight paradoxical, but convincing, biographical explanation for Beckett's avant-garde interest in painting and his traditional taste in music. He states that Beckett had no theoretical interest in music because he had learned about music at a very early age and as a performer concerned himself with practical problems rather than with theoretical ones. Breuer called the behaviouristic experiments of Kohler "gestaJtpsychologisch"; this could imply that the only school of Gestalt psychology is the behaviouristic one. But there are several schools of Gestalt psychology. The most important of these -the Frankfurt onehas to do with perception and phenomenology rather than with behaviouristic 'learning' and as I will show is of greater importance for Beckett's writings. Rudolf Arnheim writes in his classic about the connection between art and visual perception:
The foundation of our present knowledge of visual perception has been laid by gestalt theory. The realization that a whole cannot be attained by adding up isolated parts was not new to the artist [ ... J But at no time could a work of art have been made or understood by a mind unable to conceive the integrated structure of the whole.
(Arnheim 1965, VII).
In her study Back to Beckett, Ruby Cohn pointed out that Murphy, although a very common Irish name which is used by Beckett for the
